clocks
How to tell the time in new and expressive ways. That’s what Umbra does.
All our designs are quality, functional time pieces but through the use of
interesting materials and design compositions our designers are constantly innovating.
Your clock shouldn’t just be a functional item but art that is an expression of
your creative vision for the objects that surround you and your home.

clocks

RIBBONWOOD
wall CLOCK
Natural bent-formed beechwood wall clock.
Design: Michelle Ivankovic
Natural

118071-390

20¼ dia. x 3¾” (51.4 dia. x 9.5 cm)

“Inspired by the material and art of wood
bending, the Ribbonwood Clock was
designed to be sophisticated and timeless.
With its soft modern curves and natural
beech wood, this time piece is guaranteed
to be design right for years to come.”
Design: Michelle Ivankovic

RIBBON
wall CLOCK
Bent stainless steel wall clock.
Design: Michelle Ivankovic
Copper
Black
Steel

118070-880
118070-040
118070-590

12 dia. x 2¼” (30.5 dia. x 5.7 cm)

clocks

PIATTO
wall CLOCK
Concrete wall clock framed in
a copper metal rim.
Design: Moé Takemura
Concrete / Copper 118421-713
10 dia. x 1½” (25.4 dia. x 3.8 cm)

PERFTIME

PACE

WALL CLOCK

wall CLOCK

Metal wall clock with a steel mesh lens
in place of a glass.

Metal rimmed clock with silk screened
indicators and numbers on the glass.

Design: Alan Wisniewski

Design: Umbra Studio

Copper
Black

White
Grey

118422-880
118422-040

12½ dia. x 1½” (31.8 dia. x 3.8 cm)

118423-660
118423-918

12½ dia. x 1½" (31.8 dia. x 3.8 cm)
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MADERA
WALL CLOCK
Wall mounted clock with a
wooden face and glass lens.
Design: Alan Wisniewski
Black / Walnut
natural / nickel

118413-048
118413-392

12½ dia. x 1½” (31.8 dia. x 3.8 cm)

“Inspired by a men’s modern watch, this
clock is all about simplicity. I wanted a wall
clock with the same feeling of richness and
class that could be the finishing touch to
any room.”
Design: Alan Wisniewski

SHADOW

CAGE

WALL CLOCK

WALL CLOCK

Wooden wall clock with large graphic
numbers and painted edges.

Wooden clock with metal cage lens
to protect the hands.

Design: Alan Wisniewski

Design: Alan Wisniewski

Aged Walnut
Natural
White

Black / Walnut

118080-746
118080-390
118080-660

16¼ dia. x 1½” (41.3 dia. x 3.8 cm)

118441-048

16 dia. x 5” (41.3 dia. x 12.7 cm)
China Design Patent No. CN 302894246 S
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RIMWOOD
CLOCK
Wood clock that can be either propped
on its stand or wall mounted.
Design: Darryl Agawin
White / Natural
Aged Walnut

118140-668
118140-746

10 dia. x 2" with 1" stand
(25.4 dia. x 5 cm with 2.5 cm stand)

sometime

BUDDY

desk CLOCK

DESK CLOCK

Wood and metal desk clock.

Molded desk clock.

Design: Sung wook Park

Design: Alan Wisniewski & Matt Davis

White / natural

Black

118100-668

4¼ x 5 x 9" (10.5 x 12 x 22.7 cm)

118510-040

4 x 3 x 8½” (10.2 x 7.6 x 21.6 cm)
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ELAPSE
WALL CLOCK
Wooden wall clock with raised
metal numbers.
Design: Alan Wisniewski
High Gloss White

118420-326

18½ dia. x 1½” (47 dia. x 3.8 cm)
EU Design No. 002211201-0005

“ELAPSE is designed to be simple, clean
and modern. I personally wanted a high
quality clock for my house that was elegant
and timeless.”
Design: Alan Wisniewski

STATION

BURST

wall CLOCK

METAL WALL CLOCK

Spun aluminum wall clock with glass lens.

Stainless steel wall clock with domed shape.

Design: Paul Rowan

Design: Jordan Murphy

Aluminum - Matte Finish

118675-008

14 dia. x 2 ½” (35.6 dia. x 6.4 cm)

Nickel

118685-410

18 dia. x 3¾” (45.7 dia. x 9.5 cm)
EU Design No. 002211201-0002

clocks

NUMBRA
WALL CLOCK
Set of metal numbers to hang as collage
on wall—adhesives mount to wall.
Design: Jordan Murphy
Black
Aluminum - Matte Finish

118430-040
118430-008

Three unique profiles:
9 x 3” (22.9 x 7.6 cm)
7 x 7” (17.8 x 17.8 cm)
6 x 4” (15.2 x 10.2 cm)
Clock mechanism and template included

lingua

TAKE 5

wall CLOCK

WALL CLOCK

Molded wall clock with multilingual hour markers.

Molded wall clock.

Design: Alan Wisniewski & Matt Carr

Design: ALAN WISNIEWSKI

black

Black

118990-040

118998-040

20 dia. x 2 ½” (50 dia. x 6.4 cm)

20½ dia. x 2½” (52.1 dia. x 6.4 cm)

EU Design No. 002211201-0003

EU Design No. 002211201-0004

